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-Chapter
one

Introduction
Develo,,ment Process

for the Assessment Objectives

n 1989-90, the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP). the
Nation's Report Card, will undertake the
sixth national assessment of science.
Since 1969. NAEP has provided periodic

"report cards" to the nation, collecting and interpret-
ing information on students' knowledge. skills. and
attitudes in most subjects in the school curriculum.
In addition to science, these subjec is have included
reading, writing. literature, music, art. mathematics.
computer competence. history, (ivies. and geography.
Pre mus assessments in science were conducted
during the school years ending in 1970. 1973. 1977.
1982. and 1986: thus the 1990 assessment of stu-
dents at grades 4. 8. and 12 and at ages 9. 13. and
17 will provide a view of science achievement that
spans 20 years.'

Planning for the 1990 national assessment of
science began at a time of significant public concern
over the quality of elementary and second-iry science
education in the United Slates. A number of studies
released in the 1980s have criticized the inadequate
knowledge and performance of U.S. students in the

nts .11 at,t( '1 1 i and 17 In 198 i
84 th plops began s411)1)11tw )4tult 111.), 1)% t!,4)(1( %%t II 1.), 1)% .1';
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subject and urged xvide-ranging educational reforms.
Science Achieuement w 17 Countrie, tlw preliminary
report of the Second International Science Study,
indicates that U.S. students at the middle- and sec-
ondary-school lex els perform poorly in science com-
pared with their peers abroad. The report concludes
that several countries, including the U.S., "must be
concerned about the scientific literacy of their general
work force unless they remedy the situation through
training programs or ocational education at a later
stage."2

Educating Americans for the 21st Century states.
"We must return to the basics. but the 'basics' of the
21st century are not only reading, writing. and arith-
metic. They include communication and higher
problem-solving skills, and scientific and technologi-
cal literacythe thinking tools that allow us to
understand the technological world around us."'

The first NAEP science objectives. formulated in
1965, stated that the major purpose of science
education is to develop scientifically literate individu-
als. In each successive science assessment. this
underlying premise has been preserved. guiding the
development of revised objectives that take' into
consider ation recent developments and new empha-
ses in the domain. The NAEP science assessments
measure Inc extent to which students have the
scientific knowledge and skills thought by NAEP
consultants and reviewers to be needed in contempo-
rary life and work.

1111(1114111011411 P00,1)( 141111).1 101 1114 LA4111141111/1111 I .14 t 1114 nt
5(11 tot' lc litcrcrroqi1 111 Sri coo 4,41( punt, A P4cioluro1n4 141.44)14 (IA( Ict
(;teat l'eit4.41non 1,18S)
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As with other subjects and other assessment
years. NAEP's objectives for the 1990 science
assessment are the result of a consensus

process involving many individuals. ranging from
science educators and specialists to memb&s of the
lay public. The Assessment Development Panel (see
page 42 for a list of participants) began the objectives
development process by revising the framework from
the previous assessment and preparing an initial set
of science objectives. The draft objectives were then
reviewed by the Item Development Panel and by
external consultants from across the country. repre-
senting various interests and concerns. The Item
Development Panel, a committee of science educa-
tors. administrators. and researchers, was estab-
lished to develop items for the 1990 assessment
using the framework provided in these objectives (see
page 43 for a list of Varticipants). Among the review-
ers for the 1990 objectives were teachers, school
science coordinators. scientists, school administra-
tors. state science supervisors. and members of the
Assessment Policy Committee. NAEP's governing
board. The Science Assessment Development Panel
remained involved throughout the review and revision
process.

The objectives presented here do not reflect the
views of every ind:vidual who participated in the
development effort nor are they intended as a com-
plete or definitive specification of curriculum stan-
dards: rather, they represent a consensus of the
views and concerns of the Assessment Development
Panel. Item Development Panel. and external review-
ers. offering an overview of learning outcomes and a
framework to guide the development of assessment
questions.

7 9



The Purposes and Elements
of School Science
Science educators generally agree that the primary
purpose of school science is to cultivate scientific
literacy: however. there is far less agreement as to
what constitutes scientific literacy or hove such a
definition might be used to guide the development of
meaningful curriculum and instruction At the very
least. there appears to be a consensus among educa-
tors that school science should help students acquire
the knowledge. skills. and understandings necessary
to fulfill their human. social. and economic responsi-
bilities.4

According to the interactive model presented in
Figure 1. scientific habits of mind serve as a filter
between the features of the learnerincluding his or
her cognitive abilities. attitudes. and home and
school experiencesand the outcomes of science
learning. Given limited resources. the 1990 science
assessment can cover only some of the many ele-
ments of scientific literacy. Those elements of the
model to be included in the assessmentscience
knowledge. scientific habits of mind. and the ability
to solve problems and conduct inquiriesare dis-
cussed below.

Science Knowledge. Students' knowledge base in
science should include information not only about
the natural phenomena that are the objects of study
in the major scientific disciplineslife sciences.
physical sciences. and earth and space sciences

' Rodger liVbee 1 he SisN'pheatt Question I Si tent Edit( at ton \Vila(
Shotilu the St fentifically Lactate Pet son Know Value and Do A' a
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but also the fundamental concepts, principles, and
theories in these disciplines.

Figure 1: Elements of Scientific
Literacy and their Interaction

Learner's Internal
State and Experience Outcomes

Science
Solving ProblemsKnowledge

A

Thinking Scientific Habits Conducting
Skills of Mind Inquiries

Laboratory rersonal and Civic
Skills Decision Making

Life -Long Learning
Attitudes 4 arid Sense of Control

Over One s Life

Second. students' knowledge base should contain
information about the nature of science, including a
recognition of the characteristics of science that set it
apart from other human activitiesin particular, its
empirical and theoretical methods, and its philoso-
phy. Finally, students should be informed about the
history of science and the interactions among sci-
ence. culture, society, and technology.

Scientific Habits of Mind. The term "scientific
habits of mind" includes both the' ability to think
scientifically and the inclination to do SO beV011(1 the
confines of the science classroom. Inductive and
deductive reasoning: verbal, analogical, and spatial
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reasoning: and creative thinking are among the
primary elements of scientific thinking. Yet the
propensity to apply these habits of mind beyond the
science classroom depends not only on abilities but
also on attitudes toward science and its relevance to
lifeviews influenced both by .-xperien«'s in school
science and personal variables. such as individual
motivation and out-of-school involvement in science-
related learning.

Solving Problems and Conducting Inquiries.
Solving problems and ( inducting inquiries encom-
pass a wide range of active des. from the novice efforts
of students interacting with the natural world to the
work of experienced scientists. Although these think-
ing skills are often exercised as a part of everyday
experience, for the purposes of this assessment.
discussions of students' ability to solve problems and
conduct inquiries are limited to academic applica-
tions. The capacity to wield these skills in various
contexts is considered by science educators to be an
important indicator of science achievement.

Solving problems and conducting inquiries may be
viewed in terms of methods or outcomes. Teachers
may ask their students to engage in these thinking
activities to develop a richer understanding of the
natural world or an understanding of the concepts.
principles, and theories of science. Alternatively.
developing students' ability to solve problems and
onduct inquiries may itself be the desired outcome

of these activities.

12
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two

AIMMIIIMiCUMA11M

The Assessment
Framework

A
s described in Chapter I, scientific
literacy has many dimensions, eac
MIAMI-ling numerous categories and
topics. Given finite resources, the limits
of self-administered measurement, the

use of paper and pencil procedures, and the con-
straints of existing scoring and analysis technology.
NAEP cannot provide valid and reliable information
on student achievement in every aspect of the do-
main. Ideally, a national assessment in science would
include a section devoted to measuring students'
laboratory skills with "hands -on" science activities or
investigations; however, the scarcity of fundvig
resources has precluded work in this valuable area.
Members of both the Assessment Development Panel
and the Item Development Panel recommended that
greater resources be made available in the future to
'issess student:.* ability to perform hands-on science
tasks and to study the relationship of these abilities
to general sc nee proficiency.

Given existing technical and financial parameters.
the Assessment Development Panel established a set
of priorities for the assessment of student perform
zinc(' based on several !deans. including the usual
structuring of the sc iii cc curriculum (i.e according

111 3



to traditional disciplines) and the anticipated utility of
the findings for policymakers and science educators.

Based on these defined priorities, the panel con-
structed the framework for the 1990 science assess-
ment, a two-dimensional matrixContent Areas by
Thinking Skillsprovided in Figure 2.3

Figure 2: Framework for the
1990 Science Assessment

T

N

N
G

S

L
L
S

Conducting
Inquiries

Solving
Problems

Knowing
Science

CONTENT AREAS

Life Physical Earth & Space
Sciences Sciences Sciences

NATURE OF SCIENCE

To guide the development of assess.nent items, the
panel assigned weights to each of the major catego-
ries in the framework, reflecting the relative impor-
tance ef- .ach of the content and cognitive areas
assessed, Cell weightings for each age group are
presented on page 16. Each question designed for the
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assessment is classified Into one cell of the matrix,
matching the content and cognitive skills it is in-
tended to measure.

The structure of the 1990 assessment will allow
NAEP riot only to report on average science profi-
ciency for the nation and for population subgroups.
but also to document students performance on four
subscalesthe Nature of Science, Life Sciences.
Physical Sciences, and Earth and Space Sciences.

Major Categories of the Framework
An understanding of the Nature of Science is
the foundation of scientific literacy and thus
of the assessment framework itself, supdort-

ing students' thinking skills as well as their content
area knowledge. A grasp of the fundamental aspects
of the nature of science requires an understanding of
the methods and processes of science, the principles
underlying scientific work, and the nature of sm.'
title knowledge. Chapter 3 contains descriptions o:
these categories subsumed under the Nature of
Science, and a listing of sample topics within each
category of the kind included in the assessment.

The categories and topics that comprise' the
Thinking Skills dimension of the framework repre-
sent the range of knowledge and cognitive abilities
that allow the scientifically literate individual to
conduct inquiries and solve problems in various
science content areas. A discussion of these thinking
skills is provided in Chapter 4.

Finally, the Content Areas presented in this
framework are the disciplines in which knowledge,
thinking skills, and understanding of the nature of
science arc applied. The content areas included in
this assessment --the Life Sciences, Physical Sci-
ences, and Earth and Space Sciencest eflect the
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traditional disciplines of science. Chapter 5 presents
a discussion of each of these disciplines. together
with a list of sample topics illustrative of those in-
cluded in the assessment.

Related Aspects of the Framework
Although the history of science is not included as a
separate dimension in. the framework. the Assess-
ment Development Panel believed that students
should be cognizant of the major developments in
science history. A number of assessment questions
were therefore designed to measure students' famili-
arity with persons and events that have helped shape
contemporary sciertific understanding in various
content areas.

The panel also believed that the assessment
questions should reflect a variety of contexts: thus.
students will be asked age-appropriate questions
pertaining to scientific. personal. and societal issues.

Because the need to understand and adapt to new
technologies plays a major role in contemporary life
and work. a series of items within the assessment
pertams specifically to technology and its uses. In
the context of this assessment. technology encom-
passes the applications of knowledge and informa-
tion. methods and tools, and processes and products.

A final subset of questions in the assessment
integrates concepts fruit: science with mathematical
abilities and content. For example. students may be
asked to use then- procedural knowledge of measure-
ment, data analysis, or statistics to solve science
problems.

Although these dimensionshistory of science.
context. technolow, and mathematical abilities and
contentwill not be reported on distinct subscales,
an examination of students' responses to quc,,tions rn

141 6



these areas will permit a more detailed view of their
understanding of science.

Weightings for Assessment Questions
Any assessment of students' science knowledge can
cover only a small part of the domain of science
education provided across the school years. There-
fore, the panel needed to prioritize the content and
cognitive areas included in the assessment. Weight-
ing decisions were based on information about the
typical science curriculum at each grade /age level.
on NAEP's legislatively-mandated obligation to pro-
vide information about trends in science achieve-
ment, On measurement requirements 1.,.r reporting on
content area subscales: and on the views of the
Assessment Development Panel. Item Development
Panel, and NAEP consultants. The distribution of
topics and items within each content area was not
intended to prescribe curriculum standards; rather,
the percentages were used to construct a complete
and balanced assessment instrirnent at each grade.

As presented in Tables I and 2. weights were
assigned separately for each grade level because the
emphases and expectations appropriate for fourth-.
eighth-. and twelfth- grade students are different. For
examplc, although the same percentages of questions
were assigned to knowing science. solving problems,
and conducting inquiries at all three grades, fourth
graders' performance in these areas is expected to
differ m cognitive sophistication from the perform-
ance of older students

In iciclition, individual students may apply differ-
ent or cognitive processes to ailswer
given assessment question. for exaniple. one student
may rely on his or het knowledge of certain facts.
while another \vim does not have that information

1517



may arrive at the correct answer using a different
approach. The classification of each assessment
question was based on the judgments of NAEP staff
and consultants as to the knowledge and cognitive
processes that an average student in the target
population would be likel), to use when answering the
question.

TABLE 1

Thinking Skills:
Approximate Percentage Distribution

of Assessment Questions

Category Grade 4 Grade 8 Grado! 12

Knowing Science 40 40 40
So lean! Problems 40 40 40
Conducting Inquirie,-, 20 20 20
TOTAL 100 100 100

TABLE 2

Nature of Science and Content Areas:
Approximate Percentage Distribution

of Assessment Questions*

Category Grade 4 Grade 8 Grade 12

Nature of Science, 10 10 12

Life Scien«--, 30 30 32
Phyme aI Scien«--, 30 30 34*

1.-ulli and Space Sc iene c,-, 30 30 22
TOTAL 100 106 100

At4ige 17 the tent , at( win, in( lode apt)! waiii,lie1% 17

pet( ent him-ar% ,111(1 17 prt« nI gut -.lion,
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Based on the weightings established, the Assess-
ment Development Panel, Item Development Panel.
and additional consultants began to write items for
the assessment. All new items were subsequently
screened by subject-area and measurement special-
ists, subjected to ETS sensitivity and editorial review,
thoroughly field tested. and revised as needed subse-
quent to each of these stages of review.

Because the assessment cannot include items on
all appropriate topics. the final selection of assess-
ment questions was guided by the Assessment Devel-
opment Panel and the Item Development Panel. The
selection was based on the careful balancing of a
number of requirements. including:

* the need to repeat items from previous assessments
to enable reporting on trends in science achieve-
ment across time:

* the need to meet distribution specifications set by
the matrix dimensions of content and thinking
skills. and to integrate the t r priorities defined
by the panelthat is. items that pertain to
the history of science, context. technology, and
mathematiml content and abilities: and

* the need to offer items over a wide range of diffi-
culty.

The final choice of questions reflects the' profes-
sional judgments of NAEP staff and consultants as to
the' quality of individual items and the centrality of
the thinking skills and content that each measures.
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1

Chapter
three

The Nature of Science

n awareness and understanding of the
nature of sc is fundamental to
scientific literacy. Recognizing that
there arc various xvays of knowing
within. between, and beyond the disci-

plines of science. the phrase "science as a way of
knowing" summarizes the views of NAEP consultants
as to xvhat students should understand about the
nature of science. "A way of knowing- refers not only
to a r'ourse of action, but also to habits of mind,
protocols. or inclinations toward certain behaviors.
An understanding of the nature )f science. therefore.
consists of not only an understanding of scientific
methods and processes. but also of the principles
and knowledge that drive scientific work! Three
aspects of the nature of science to be included in the
1990 assessmentprocesses, principles, and knowl-
edgeare discussed below

The Nature of Scientific Processes
Scientifically literate individuals ,hould be aware

of a variety of processes essential to scientific work.
The five categories of scientific methods and proc-
esses highlighted in these objectives were drawn

,1 Moot(' co 11 \ III I,udulum,u% A1111.71(
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primarily from the NAEP report Learning by Doing
and from an outline produced in 1964 by the Com-
mission on Science Education Ibr the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.'

Observing, classifying, and inferring. Observa-
tionusing the senses to obtain information about
the worldis a fundamental part of scientific inquiry.
Because they can observe only a limited number of
objects and events at any given time. individuals
typically impose (consciously or subconsciously) a
system of organization or classification as they decide
what to observe. Based on the system of classification
chosen. observations are used to form inferences.
construct explanations, or draw conclusions from
available data.

Interpreting data. Interpreting data involves finding
patterns and meaning in a collection of observations,
leading the observer to develop hypotheses, formulate
generalizations, or explain phenomena. For the
scientist. these activities may require using mathe-
matical concepts and operations to manipulate
variables.

Formulating hypotheses. To formulate a hypothesis
is to propose an explanation for observed «inditions
or events which may then be subject to empirical
testing and validation.

Designing experiments. Designing an experiment
entails planning the methods and procedures that

tiatiunal I;(111( 11010( Lau Hut() IA) 17, mu; A %Thula)/
for Ica( huvi ,4,1,1 Ass( ssitui Hullo I ()rib I 111111k11 VI III St a Ili 1' will %hail( 711(11
tr. s (1 in«ton ti.l 1,(111( ational I ,,t114; tie ,vit I. Mat 1)11471
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can be used to gather data needed to answer a
question, support a hypothesis, or challenge a theory.

Conducting inquiries. The process of conducting
inquiries integrates the methods and processes of
science, the values of science, and the skills of scien-
tists in discovering new knowledge. In addition,
conducting inquiries involves such skills as inter-
preting data in light of experimental hypotheses and
extant knowledge, controlling variables, defining
terms, formulating models, and communicating
results (i.e., publicizing findings).

Rather than attempt to define a complete or
definitive set of topics for these categoriesan impos-
sible undertakingthe panel designated topics
illustrative of those that might be incorporated into
the assessment. These sample topics were reviewed
by science educators and other external consultants
to evaluate their appropriateness for students in each
designated grade level. Because not all topics are
suitable for all age levels, the lists that follow use a
bullet () in the column under a particular grade to
indicate that some aspect of that topic or concept is a
potential source of questions for that grade level.

The Nature of Scientific Processes:
Topics Classified by Grade Level

Grade Level
4 8 12

The processes of science include observing,
classifying, and inferring

Observation is fundamental to science
Observation may involve any of the senses
Classification is important ... .

There are many different ways to classify

A2



Grade Level
4 8 12

Classifications impose order .. . . .

Inferences can be made and conclusions can be
drawn frcm observations and classifications .

The processes of science involve interpreting data

Conclusions are based on the scientist's
intervietations of data .. . ... . 0

Interpreting data may include noting whcther
there have been any unexpected results

Predictions and implications are based on
interpretation of data 0

Mathematical operations are an important tool
in data interpretation . 0

Determining the significance of results is
a form of interpreting data

The processes of science involve formulating
hypotheses

Hypotheses are plausible explanations of
observations. facts. or results ..

Hypotheses are testable . . . .. .

Testing hypotheses often leads to the formulation
of new hypotheses for investigation . .

The processes of science involve designing
experiments

Conducting inquiries involves looking for patterns
Experimentation involves choosing appropriate

tools and techniques
Experimentation Involves gathering data .

Experimentation involves testirg hypotheses
One experiment will often lead to another .

Experi.nents and the application of the results of
expenments may have benefits. costs, and risks
that must be identified and reflected upon

Experiments are based on well-stated hypotheses
Data from experiments are used to challenge or

support theories .. .

Experiments involve identifying and selecting
dependent and independent variables 0

Models ale often used to formulate hypotheses

21
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The Nature of Values and Principles
Underlying Scientific Work
An understanding of the values and principles that
shape scientific work is a necessary but not sufficient
condition of scientific literacy: science education
should also develop students' inclinations to apply
these in their interactions with the natural and
technological world. The following values and prin-
ciples incorporated in the 1990 assessment were
adopted from the report. Education and the Spirit of
Science."

Knowledge is valued. Knowledge is an outcome of
scientific work: students should therefore consider
the investment of time and resources in pursuit of
scientific knowledge to be a worthy goal.

Questioning is essential. Developing and refilling
scientific knowledge requires questioning current
knowledge. The scientific position is that authorita-
tive statements. beliefs. and truths are accepted only
to the extent that evidence supports them. All things
are subject to scrutiny and revision.

Data are fundamental. The bases for refining and
expanding scientific knowledge are data. and the
processes of acquiring and ordering data are funda-
mental to theory construction. Data do not become
useful until they are observed and framed into quali-
tative or quantitative statements.

Verification is essential. The validity and accuracy
of scientific findings are open to review. Under appro-
priate circumstances. scientists should provide
necessary information to allow other scientists to
replicate ti Pir experiments.

National l'.(111( ation Po.s()( t,tUun i:(1a«atort mtcl Ow Strait of ,`,< tent e
(WaMington I)( National Ldut.wun A..oc ratan 19,461
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Logic is respected. There is a respect in science for
logical reasoning which allows scientific knowledge to
be constructed and revis, _..

Illustrative sample topics on values and principles
underlying the scientific enterprise follow.

The Nature of Values and Principles
Underlying Scientific Work:

Topics Classified by Grade Level

Grade Level
4 8 12

Knowledge is valued

Facts and data are the result of scientific work .

Knowledge is supported by evidence .

Expanding knowledge is the goal of scientific work . .

The scientific community values knowledge
supported by evidence more than knowledge
supported by belief ..... . .

Questioning is essential

Scientific knowledge is open to question and revision 0

Scientists are obligated to question the
findings of other scientists .

Data are fundamental

Scientists use facts and data to assess
their theories .. .

Scientific disputes are resolved by Lk ts, not beliefs
Analysis of data may be quantitative or qualitative . 0

Acquiring and ordering data are fundamental to the
construction of scientific explanations

Verification is essential

Scientists experiments may be repeated by other
scientists . . . 0
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Grade Level
4 8 12

Scientists should be able to demonstrate how they
obtained the data they use to support their
theories . . . . . . . .

The validity and accuracy of scientific findings are
open to review

Logic is respected

Scientific data should be presented in ways that
are understandable . .

The connections between scientific data and
scientific theones must be reasonable to the
scientific community . . .

Scientists require that empincal findings and
scientific theones be constructed logically

The Nature of Scientific Knowledge
Scientific knowledge is in a continuous state of
transformation, but in i ecent decades, changes in
existing data and concepts have occurred at increas-
ing rates and in many new directions. As scientific
knowledge is refined and elaborated, new theories are
generated. replacing extant ones. Intel pretations of
scientific knowledge also may change. Many methods
and techniques can be used to further our knowledge
of science. Thus. there is no single "scientific method"
to be learned. as frequently described in science
texts. but rather a multiplicity of methods.

In 1990, NAEP will expand the efforts of p,-evious
assessments to measure students' understanding of
the nature of scientific knowledge. according to five
major tenets:

Scientific knowledge is tentative. Because it is
constantly changing. the body of scientific knowledge
is neither absolute nor complete. What is known in
scienci enables one to make logical predictions and
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explanations and to integrate the scientific processes
needed to generate and resolve new questions.

Scientific knowledge is Scientists generally
publicize new knowledge and the methods used to
discover that knowledge to further advancements in
science and permit their colleagues to evaluate their
work.

Scientific knowledge is empirically based. Scien-
tific knowledge encompasses facts. principles, con-
cepts, and theories. Observation and experimentation
are the basis for expanding and revising the body of
scientific explanations, and the assessment of these
explanations is based on observable data.

Scientific knowledge is bused on replicable
observations. Scientists working in different places.
at different times. and under comparable conditions
should be able to repeat observations and experi-
ments and derive the same findings from these
activities.

Scientific knowledge is cumulative. Scientific
knowledge from the past is the basis for present
knowledge, which sets the stage for the development
of future knowledge. Historical knowledge should be
related to the context of the period in which it ex-
isted, and contemporar, scientific knowledge should
be understood in relation to the current social.
technological, and political contexts.

A set of illustrative sample topics on the nature of
scientific knowledge follows.
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The Nature of Scientific Knowledge:
Topics Classified by Grade Level

Grade Level
4 8 12

Scientific knowledge is tentative

Scientific knowledge can change . . .

New evidence can change current explanations foi
phenomena ,

Scientific knowledge is public

Scientists should report exactly what they observe
Scientific' knowledge is reported publicly
Scientists should report both the data supporting

theories and the methods used to obuun the data

Scientific knowledge is emplrfcally based

Observation and experimentation are the basis tot
acquiring scientific knowledge

Scientific knowledge mist be reassessed thimigh
repeated observations

Scientific knowledge is based on replicable
observations

Scientists working ni different places or at dificient
times under comparable conditions should be
able to repeat experiments and get consistent
results . . .

Evidence derived from observations and experiments
should be rephcable by other scientists

Scientific knowledge is cumulative

Scientific knowledge is accumulated over time
Contemporary theories may be based on knowledge

accumulated over tune . .

The accumulation of scientific knowledge may be
influenced by social, political, methodological,
and technological factors

2 3
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Chapter
four

Thinking Skills

n its 1987 report, Improving the Assess-
ment of Student Achievement, the Alex-
ander-James commission recommended
that NAEP devote' greater attention in
future assessments to measuring stu-

dents' higher-order thinking skills, particularly in
mathematics and science.' In doing so, the commis-
sion joined a growing cast of educators, legislators,
researchers, and employers in calling for efforts to
strengthen the higher-order thinking skills of Ameri-
can students.' Despite widespread agreement that
higher-order thinking must be improved, there is
little agreement as to what these skills are, much less
how they can be taught or measured.' ' While there is
some evidence that hands-on activities strengthen
important cognitive skills, there is a need for further
research to demonstrate the appropriate uses of
hands-on activities in science instruction and to

'1.1111,11 Ale \ andel' ,111(1 11 Molina% Jahn, The Norton s fhport ('ool
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"'Mc National St wine 130ald C oniine-,,,ion un l're«)11( g( Education in
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C enhinf (Washington. 1)C National Scicif«-. Fotnidation. 1983)
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explore the relationship between these activities and
science proficiency 12

Accordingly. NAEP conducted a 1986 pilot assess-
ment of higher-order thinking skills in science and
mathematics which required students to work with
various types of hands-on equipment. Students were
asked to manipulate materials such as circuits.
beakers, blocks. and small animal vertebrae, organize
data, make and interpret observations, formulate
hypotheses. and conduct investigations. all of which
are likely to be relevant to a wide range of tasks and
responsibilities outside of the science domain.

Although there are inadequate resources at this
time to include hands-on items in the 1990 science
assessment. efforts will be made to measure stu-
dents' use of some of these skills based on pencil and
paper items. These items are presented in a variety of
formats, including multiple-choice. short answei
figural response. and essay. Reiterating the frame-
work in Chapter 2. each question in the assessment

loth -lea( Rif Dot-, Maki a Dino
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is classified according to both the thinking skill and
the content area it subsumes. This design is based on
a definition of higher-order thinking that is disci-
pline-based. under the belief that thinking skills
should be taught (and therefore measured) in con-

. junction with subject Lantent. rather than in isola-
tion. The three categories of thinking skills included
in the 1990 science assessment arc:

* knowing science:

* solving problems: and
* conducting inquiries.

These thinking skills are discussed below.

Knowing Science
Questions in the knowing category are designed
primarily to measure factual knowledge. Successful
performance depends on students' ability to recall
specific facts. concepts. principles. and methods of
science. show familiant,' with scientific terminology:
recognize basic ideas in different c ontexts: translate
information into other words or formats: and use
abstractions in related situations. Scientific knowl-
edge is crilic al. because conducting investigations.
solving problems. and making successful decisions in
science require familiarity with fac ts. generalizations.
and processes.

Solving Problems
Questions asking students to solve problems test
their ability to c onibme factual knowledge with
appropriate rules. formulas. and algorithms for
specified purposes. Successful performance' requires
that students apply scientific facts and principles:
interpret Information or data using ideas from the
natural sciences: and recognize the relationship of
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concep's. facts, and principles to phenomena ob-
served and data collected.

Solving problems generally refers to those think ng
activities in which algorithms may be applied in re-
solving a given question or problem. These problems
often have well-defined goals, are presented via text
and diagrams. and are textbook- or teacher initiated.
rather than self-mhated. Responses to such prob-
lems are typically limited to a word, number, or
phrase. and only occasionally require an extended
verbal or written response. Sonic of the questions in
the 1990 assessment that require students to solve
problems are of the kind typically found at the ends
of chopters in science textbooks: others ask students
to use scientific knowledge and understandings to
solve problems simulating situations that might arise
in real life.

Conducting Inquiries
Inquiries arise out of experience with the natural
world and. in contrast to solving problems. the goals
of these ac twines are generally set and adapted by
the inquirer. Successful performance depen ' un stu-
dents' ability to employ the higher-order skills needed
to implement an investigation and develop findings.
Inquiry questions included in the 1990 science
assessment are designed to measure aspects of
students' ability to generate researchable questions
based on available information. These' aspects may
include framing a researchable question: analyzing
av ulable information in a manner consistent with the
body of scientific concepts and principles: evaluating
the best analytic or experimental procedure given
specified conditions: organizing a series of logical
steps, executing an experiment: formulating explana-
tions: and d. awing conclusions on the basis of avail-
able data.
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rCiiapter
five
Science Content Areas

As described

he disciplines of science are intercon-
nected in many ways: however, individ-
ual content areas are distinguished in
the assessment framework for the pur-
poses of measurement and discussion.
in Chapter 2. the content dimension of

the framework organizes questions according to the
three traditional disciplines of science:

* Life Sciences

* Physical Sciences

* Earth and Space Sciences

The Assessment Development Panel defined
salient concepts within each category to guide the
development of issessment questions. and these
concepts were used as the basis for developing lists of
sample topics appropriate at each grade level.

Life Sciences
Concepts in the life sciences can be placed along a
continuum. ranging from the topic-specific to the
highly integrated ind Intel-dist iplinary Most students
gain some topic-specific knowledge and understand-
ings in this content area through life experiences:
thus, sonic topi -specific questionssuch as asking
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students to classify plants and animalsare most
appropriate at the earlier grade levels. In contrast,
items for older studentsfor example, questions
dealing with, energy transformations or genetics
require integration of knowledge from several disci-
plines, as these students are assumed to have mas-
tered a detailed knowledge of the simpler (i e., topic-
specific) categories.

The major categories of topics in the life sciences
included in the 1990 assessment include cellular and
molecular biology, ent..rgy transformations, genetic
continuity and development, evolution, diversity and
systematics, structure and function of organisms.
behavior, and ecology. Illustrative sample topics
within each of these categories follow.

Life Sciences:
Topics Classified by Grade Level

Grade Level
4 8 12

Cellular and Molecular Biology

Cellular theory of hie
Cell structure and function
Life as a chemical process

0

Regulators of life processes
Biochemistry of genetics (DNA and RNA)

Energy Transformations

Societal issues products from hying organisms
Major energy sources and reactions in organisms

(photosynthesis and cellular metabolism)
Biochemical reactions ...

Genetic Continuity and Development

Reproduction as the fundamental biological process
that provides for the continuance of life

Life cycles .

Gene theory of heredity (chromosomes. genes.
DNA, mutations)

.'4
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Grade Level
4 8 12

Strategies of reproductionasexual and sexual
Societal, technological and ethical issues 0

Evolution

Evidence for evolution (fossils, geological records.
comparative studies)

Natural selection and response to changing
environments ...... .

Historical perspectives

Diversity and Systematics

Major divisions of biology (i.e.. Five Kingdoms)
Classification schemes (i.e , structural or

evolutionary relationships) . . .....
Taxonomy (evolutionary or chemical) of major

groups (microorganisms, protests. plants. animals)

Structure and Function of Organisms

Living and nonliving things 9

Organisms as systems 0

Hierarchy of structure and function
Structural features of organisms
Good health pi actices o

Equilibrium in living things (homeostasis)

Behavior

Response of living things to stimuli
Animal behavior as a form of adaptation
Basis of behavior (genetic, physical)
Animal models and human behavior

Ecology

Interaction/interdependence of biotic and abiotic
factors

Energy flow and food webs , .

Essential requrments for lifefood. certain temp-
erature conditions. moisture, light and oxygen
(limiting factors) .

Symbiosis/prey-predator relationships
Social issues related to the environment (water

crisis. pollution. world population. etc ) 0

Adaptations to the environment (structural. func-
tional, behavioral) .

13iogeochenucal cycles
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Physical Sciences
The physical sciences deal with the fundamental
components of the natural universespace. time,
matter, and energy. Students should be aware that
human understanding of the nature of matter has
evolved over the course of history. Beginning with the
Greek concept of four fundamental elements. through
the discovery and organization of the elements into
the penodic chart, the idea was sustained that all
matter is composed of small particles in a state of
continual motion, as summarized by the kinetic
molecular theory of matter. As the search for elemen-
tary particles continued. the kinetic molecular theory
was eventually replaced by the quantum-mechanical
view of matter and energy. A sense of this history of
ideas provides a foundation for understanding cur-
rent scientific work.

Students should also understand that the uni-
verse is not static: rather. matter and energy arc
continually being transfomied in space and time,
producing chemical and physical changes. A grasp of
the laws of mechanics, and the interaction of light
and matter. provides a way of understanding that
among all of nature's transformations, a few invari-
able (conserved) quantities arc known to exist. in-
cluding mass-energy. electrical charge, and linear
and angular momentum. In addition. an understand-
ing of energymore specifically, the laws of thermo-
dynamics permits one to predict if and in what
manner a change will occur.

The six sets of topics included in the 1990 science
assessment are motion, conserved quantities. waves.
particulate nature of matter. properties of matter.
and changes. Illustrative sample topics within each
category follow.

G
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Physical Sciences:
Topics Classified by Grade Level

Grade Level
4 8 12

Motion: Macro- and Microscopic Objects and
Particles

Describing motion (location. speed and velocity.
acceleration) . .. . . .

Explaining motion (gravitational and electrical
0

forces, equilibrium) ..
Relativistic effects

Conserved Quantities

Energy .

Matter . .

Elc,tnc circuits
Thermodynamics
Momentum
Charge

Waves

Geometric and physical optics
Sound
Electromagnetic waves

Particulate Nature of Matter

Temperature and heat
Kinetic theory of matte'
Fundamental particles
Bonding .. .

Properties of Matter

Solutions . .

States of matte!
Periodic table of elements

Changes

Physical
Chemical
Nuclear
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Earth and Specc Sciences
Knowledge and understanding of key concepts in the
Earth and space sciences provides students with a
more informed view of their place on Earth, and of
Earth's place within the universe. These concepts, in
turn, build students' capacity to participate in public
decisions, particularly those concerning environ-
mental issues.

Earth's place within the universe, plate tectonics,
water and rock cycles, and the Earth's history are the
Earth and space 5( ience topics to be included in the
1990 assessment. Illustrative sample topics fellow.

Earth and Space Sciences:
Topics Classified by Grade Level

Grade Level
4 8 12

Introduction to the Study of Earth and Space Sciences

Understanding Earth systeins .

Tools for study (time. maps. compasses. and profiles)
Earth in space and time (contemporary and histor-

ical perspectives) .

Interaction of spheres (hydrosphere. lithosphe-e.
atmosphere)

The Earth's Place in the Universe

The Earth-moon ',on system
The solar system (dimensions. motions. and

interactions)
Astronomical observations
Dimensions. motions. and interactions mthin the

universt. (stars and galaxies)
Quantity and quality of starlight o

Origin and evolution of the universe

The Dynamic Earth: Plate Tectonics

Earthquakes and Earth's interior
Natural hazards 0

Continental origins and «nitmental drift
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Grade Level
4 8 12

Origin of oceans and changing ocean basins
Origin and evolution of the theory of plate

tectonics . . .

Evidence for plate tectonics and explanation for
landscape changes

The Water Cycle

Energy and the water cycle o

Weather and climate .

Bodies of water on and within the land
Water quality
Water cycles within the oceans ...
Origin and evolution of the atmosphere and ocean

water . . .

The Rock Cycle

Earth materials (rocks and minerals)
Agents of weathenni, and erosion
Rocks within mountains
Land use .

Sedimentation ..
Mountains within the seas
Evolution of landscapes and seascapes

The Earth's Biography

Life (past. present. and future)
Reading the record in the rocks of the Earth
Dating of materials . .

Time and its measurement geologic clocks
and scales .

Development of continents across time
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Chapter
six

Background Variables

I
n addition to monitoring trends in
science achievement, NAEP collects
valuable background information on the
context for science learning. Responses
to these non-cognitive questions provide

further indications of the health of science education
in the United Statesfor example, by providing infor
oration on trends in science course-taking for high-
school students. Background information is also
useful in determining the distribution of educational
resources across populations of students and in
studying the characteristics of and instruction asso-
ciated with students' performance.

For the 1990 science assessment, NAEP will
develop two student background questionnaires for
each of three grades to be included in the asses',ment
(grades 4, 8, and 12). The first. developed with the
guidance of NAEP's Policy Analysis and Use Panel, is
a five-minute questionnaire designed to collect basic
demographic information as well as indicators of
students' socio-economic level and home support for
learning.

The second questionnaire, developed with guid-
ance from the Science Assessment Panel and Item
Development Panel, contains items directly related to
aspects of our educational system illat affect the
learning of science. Because limited tlIne IS available
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to collect such background information, decisions
about which areas to include were difficult. However,
keeping in mind the parameters of trend information,
current research. and the validity of information
collected in a self-report format, the NAEP science
consultants decided to focus on five contextual al eas
related to science achievement. These areas are
summarized below.

Time Spent Studying Science. Time spent studying
science and science course-taking are important
indicators of educational quality because of their
well-established effects on student achievement." All
students are asked how often they have science
lessons and how much time they spend on science
homework each week, while older students are also
asked about the number and kinds of sciences
courses they have taken.

Instructional Practice. Information on students'
exposure to subject matter, however useful, must be
supported with information about uses of class time.
While students' perceptions may or may not agree
with those of their teachers, students' observations
are a key to understanding the end result of various
educational delivery systems and instructional
practices. Given the current view that students
should learn science through experience, a number
of questions in this category relate to how often stu-
dents do experiments, work with manipulatives, and
engage in various activities in their science classes.
Other questions focus on the use of instructional aids
such as films, videotapes or videodiscs. computers,
and calculators.

Rh hard M tirtiane and Senta Ilium, hninumq Bulk (tors of the ,Qualini
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Finally, NAEP will attempt to collect information
on the extent to which students use textbooks. work
on science problems with other students. write re-
ports, and are asked by their teachers to hypothesize
and interpret data. The construct to be explored is
the extent to which students' science instruction
emphasizes the processes of science.

Laboratory Activities. Questions in this category
are closely related to those on instructional practices,
but since laboratory activities are an integral compo-
nent of science instruction, they are discussed sepa-
rately here and in more detail. NAEP consultants
advised collecting information about the amount of
time spent in the laboratory and about experience
using laboratory equipment, from mirrors and mag-
nets to wave tanks and electrophoresis equipment.
Not all students have been asked to use all types of
science equipment and apparatus in their class-
rooms; however, by including a variety of questions,
the assessment can provide an estimate of students'
equipment use in general. as well as the extent to
which they come into contact with relatively sophisti-
cated apparatus. Questions on laboratory safety also
arc included in this category.

Attitudes Toward Science Learning. Positive atti-
tudes toward subject area learning are thought by
most educators to be an important outcome of
schooling.'' Because students' attitucks toward
science learning and their intentions to pursue
additional science studies are likely to have an
impact on tomorrow's labor force and citizenry, it is
useful to gauge students' understanding of the value

Iti(11,11(1N111111,)1te and Se itta (taw( ii Imin(wig Itull«It(ns of S «qui. and
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of the discipline and their future commitment to
science studies. Accordingly. the 1990 science as-
sessment will collect information on students' atti-
tudes toward science learning. This information also
may be compared with science achievement as mea-
sured in the assessment.

Science Experiences. Questions in this category are
designed to collect information on students' exposure
to or involvement in informal science' learning activi-
ties in or out of school. such as taking care of plants
and animals, studying the weather, and experiment-
ing with moving objects such as pulleys or pendu-
lums. These data may then be compared with infor-
inatimi on students' science proficiency and on their
formal science education.
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Ai-vendix
Sample Items

he following sample questions represent
various cells of the framework presented
in Chapter 2. providing examples of
classifications and item formats to be
included in the assessment. These

questions are for illustrative purposes only. and do
not constitute a complete or balanced assessment.

NATURE OF SCIENCE

Thinking Skill:
Knowing Science

Grade Levels: 4. 8. 12

!'",( `,1101;1(1 (1)111-1 d( tic
1011,11, the 01)`,Cne
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Always Sometimes Never
True True True
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Grade Level: 4
who of the following questIons Aould be vastest to anstter with
an expenmelit9

(A) What makes a nletal niagnetw9
*(13) Which is the stmonger Of two magnets',
(C) What makes a tragnet attrat t paper c lips and not paper)
(D) What are the steps int olved in making a 111(10,11er'

1 he methods of len« c f an he used to ,111S\cr all of the tollowmg
questions EXCEPT

*(A) Are puppies inr:,e be,ainhil than spiders',
(13) 1 low man oak trees grow In Pennsvhama9
(C) Which laundry detergent cleans hest',
(D) What are the elleets of lead pollunon on (tout',

Grade Levels: 8. 12
Why li of the following lupotheses ttould be the I asiest to test lot
validity in a given sellool9

(A) Sewn/ e out ses ale more (UK tilt 111,111 of her out ses
*(13) On t he aNTI,IL;;', students glad( s in sc tent e ale ',Ate! 111,111

their gi ides in Whet coin ses
(C) Science Courses lequire more lioniettorl. tune 111,111 other

courses
(1)) Science «nit ses ale mote interestint2, than whet «nuses
(E) To a greater etent than in whet (muses. scum e glades ale

mole dependent On abilitt than effort

Always Sometimes Never
True True True

'lime may be dilleient method, 01
solving a single sf lent du problem

Dffletent scientists may gate lilt
lerent explanations about the
same observations

Scientists can enneve each °them s
work .

*Once( t answeis tot 11111111111e c hot«. items ate 11(1111 cited by an
ast et isk (*)
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Grade Level: 12

A scientist can state his or her find-
ings as conclusive

Acquiring and ordering data are
fundamental to the construction
of scientific theories ....

Scientists change their ideas when
new information becomes known

Statements concerning laws in set
cnce at e subject to change

Experiments iequire controls

Always Sometimes Never
True True True

*

For more than 40 yt ins biologists haze thought that the gene for
sex determination to humans is on the N" c hromosomc In 1987. a
biologist reported results from experiments showing that the sex
deterimning gene may also be on the X (hroniosome Which ul the
following would be the 5( ientific «immunit s most reasonable
response to this report's

(A) Reject the report be( ausc it ((nab( is with the in c tined model
(13) Act cp. the report be( att, e the experiments wen published to

a well-respected scientific journal
*(C) Suspend final judgement until others hate had a c hank to

repeat the cxpen h s

(D) Find out how long the biologist who smote the art a le has been
working in this held

(E) See whether the media covers the story

`C oriect answers for multiple choice items ate indicated by an
asterisk (*)
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LIFE SCIENCES

Thinking Skill:
Knowing Science

Grade Le el: 4
Whu h of the set- of anunak pH lured 1)e10\% could 1)10101.4ests put
togethel 10 the same or ttroup9

e
(A)

(13)

f L

V01101 01 the lo110\%Ini.4 ,1 wain dith 11 II«. IA we( II 1.2,1I1 n pl,olt
111(1 ,1111mas''
(A) ()ill annual, ale ,111.
(13) ()ilk animal,, need an to 'stay .111%e
((') Onh phinh, need %%Mel and %it,onlie, to tit,; he dilly

*(1)) ()till; phut,. pughl«. 111(11 own (mai utintl; ellet* how
-.1111111.4111

( 011111 ,111 1- Iol 111111111d( 1 hou e It( mt. au 111(11( ,itt (1 111 all
1,-.1111'sk (*)
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Grade Level: 8

All of the following c hanges arc caused I)) c }inges in the em iron
meat EXCEPT

(A) birds migrating m the fall
(B) grasslands dying in a drought
(C) a fish dying in a pond that becomes acidic

*(D) a root growing downward in response to gravit

Which of the groups of animals listed behm would bioloirist
classify as most closely related')

*(A) fly. moth. bee. beetle
(B) clam, starfish, snail, c rab
(C) tuitle, snake, spider. monkey
(D) bat. robin, flying squirrel. butterfly

In the environment, sonic ecosystems change r tune in a
process called sic e CSSI011 the following c hinges 1, an
example of succession')

(A) Embryo to fetus to baby
*(B) Pond to meadow to woodland
(C) Seed to pine tree to pine con
(D) Egg to caterpillar to butte' fh

Gr,..de Level. 12

Which of the following is true of bacteria')

(A) The), have mitochondria
(B) They usually reprocluc e
(C) They are only present III diseased plants

*(D) They may assist in the bieakdown of substances
(t..) They are responsible for AIDS and snhillpo\

A man will pass his X hromosome to

(A) all his childien
*(B) all his daughtels
(C) all his sons
(D) half his sons only
(E) flail his daughters only

*COI le( (al nuilhplc c huu e itc nis at(' tnchc ,11( by an
astei isk (*)
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Scientists can determine how closely MI fere.it species of animals
are related to one another by measuring how similar they are in
which of the following respects?

(A) Size
(B) Distribution

'(C) Genetic material
(D) Migratory patterns
(E) Responses to stimuli

The viceroy butterfly is an example of unwary bec ause

(A) it feeds on the nectar of flowers
(B) its reproduction imolyes complete metamorphosis
(C) it migrates in winter to fin oi able emnonmental conditions
(D) its physic at strut tures at c t tiara( teristic of other inset Is

*(E) its mai kings ale similar to the (istcistclul monarch butte' fl

Which of the following is an example of sta«.ssior. in an
ecosystem)

(A) A deer attracts to ks which then sin k the deer s blood,
*(B) Trees replace the shrubs that had earlier replaced the

grasses
(C) Disease kills oft snowshoe hares then the wolf population

falls
(D) I,Voodpec kei s make nests, then bluebirds use the abandoned

nest holes

*('oricc t answeis fol multiple c hone items an 111(11(,11«1 liN an
asterisk ('I
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Thinking Skill:
Solving Problems

Grade Level. 4
Use the dirigram,, below to answer the next two quest ton,'

All of these are Inrd,,
that usually live on land

All of these ar hods that
tv-atallt live mar water

Group A Gunn) 13

In which 12,1oup A of t3 Mould VOID 1)1,1«' ihe 1)11(1
below' juj___

A,\ 11 di' xo. la«e the 1)11(1 in that (;loop''

'('one( 11111110e ( 1101«' It flys are Indic ,tted by an
a",let isk
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15

Plant Height
(Centimeters) 10

ji
1 3 4

1 ;me Mier Planting
in Weeks)

A fourth-grade class planted flower seeds on a Fndav EN erg
Friday the class measured the plants and recorded how tall the
plants were on the graph shown above I3etw,-vn which two
measurements did the plants grow the most`

(A) Weeks I and 2
*(B) Weeks 2 and 3
(C) Weeks 3 and 4
(D) Weeks 4 and 5

Grade Level: 8

Matthew had a cold After tour days of eating fresh Iron. his cold
was gone Matthew de( uled that the fruit had cut ed him Is Ins
conclusion Justified?

(A) No, because he was the only person to observe this ta( t
*(I3) No. because other variables were not mint oll«I
(C) Yes, because it is based on an obserNed tact
(D) Yes, because there is no way to disprove it

"C'orrect answeis lot multiple I lion( items ate null( ated by
asterisk (")
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Relative Rate of
Photo..nthesa,

-100 5(X) 60X1 70(1

Waelength manometer\

Plants get energ; tot photosynthesis b absot tang light. As slum n
abo\e. plants photosnthesize at different tates depending 111:011
the wavelength (whir) of light they an gRen If yttt mere to grow
plants under lights of different wavelengths. wlunla of the followmg

avelengths of light would pi obably gne the hest womb',

*(A) 450 nm
(13) 500 tun
(C) 550 ton
(D) 700 to

*( ()tact 1 ,inswet s lot multiple t lion e at ins ale unlit ated lw an
astet ask (*)
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Grade Level: 12

The following three questions are based on the following experi-
ment and diagram

rd;:l t Illt VI,111
tram Wish

tic r

lu

Sections of stem, 4 centimeters in Imgth, were cut from Just below
the growing tips of a number of plants As indicated in the
diagram. small blocks of agar contaming equal amounts of auxin
(shaded in the diagram) were placed on one end of each stem
section Agar blocks without auxin (unshaded in the diagram)
were placed at the other end of each stein section One half of the
stem sections were placed in an upright position, the other half
were upside down The tip end of the stem is indicated by an X
After 5 hours in the clink. an analysis was made to determine the
amount of auxin in the blocks which had originally contained no
auxin (unshaded) The average amount of oUN,n obtained from
these blocks after 5 hours is shown below each figuie

Which of the following was a variable fa( for in the design of the
expenment9

(A) Amount of light available
(13) Amount of auxin added to the shaded agar bloc ks
(C) Amount of auxin recovered nom the clear agar blocks

*(D) Position of the agar blci( k with Iespe(I to the growing up

If diffusion were the primary factor in the movement of auxins in
the stein, then auxin mtrodin ed into the middle of a plant stem
should move from the middle toward

(A) the tip only
(13) the root only

'(C) both the tip and the Toot
(D) neither the tip nor the loot

'Correct answers for multiple (lion e items at aced by ail
asterisk (')
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Auxin causes cell elongation II the hypothesis that the mox ement
of auxin from the tip down the stein is due only to gravity were
true then a plant grown upside down should show

'(A) no elongation of any cells in the stem
(13) elongation of cells nearest to the root end
(C) elongation of cells Just above the growing tip
a)) elongation of the cells in all parts of the stem

1 ength
of Root

tientimeter,)

lime i \\ ,ek,i

('encentration of .twin
Tarn, per million)

= 11 I i pm
I 0 ppm

10 0 ppm

10o ii ppm

The plant hormone. alINIn, was applied to ( uttings ()I a I osebil,Th
in order to stimulate roots to gum. Extrapolating front the data on
the graph. e.t 6 weeks the longest root system will most likeh
occur at which concentration 0! auxin"

(A) 0 1 ppm
*(13) 1.0 ppm
(C) 10 0 ppm
(I)) 100 0 ppm

I. 01I et I tile.A\ i I `, loi multiph I limit in in, au mill( and In ali
.1.-4( ti ,.I (*)
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Thinking Skill:
Conducting Inquiries

Grade Level: 4

A si leftist list )% ers a new type of fish and %%ant, to learn more
about it while it is alive I low should the si lennst do this )

(A) Go to the library and lead about fish
(13) Watch television pogroms about fish

*(C) Observe the fish
(D) Dissect the fish

Which of the follov.ing questions m,oilid he the easitst to anstei
with e%perinients'*

(A) I 10,- t'.,« an animals run'
(13) What makes an animal run fast'

"(C) Winch is fastest. a Marti in a snake"
(I)) What is the fastest animal in the world''

Grade Level. 8

A girl %%anted to Mid out %hether ants pulet to be in light or
dar kness Winch of the following should she do'

(A) Plat . one group of ants in the light. %%.0 atthile. then plat .

them in the dark
(H) "lake two groups of ants. plat c them .11 the (link km a v.hile.

then place them in the light
1O flat e one group of ants in the clink and anothel group in the

light
*OA Plat t. out gum() of soils in a lot anon ttitli both light and (link

meas. and let them choose between the two autos

*( One( I ,111,0.11,, i01 11111111111(' t lion ( 11(11,, al( judi( ,1t( (I 11%

aStl'IP,k (1

r
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Nlegan wanted to study the effet t e \en on het friend's heart
rate l'o condm t this study. slit (mild ((mantle tht prmedures
listed behm in a number of %%aNs. Whit h of the foul step plans
listed below would be the best approach.'

I !lave friend sit tot 5 minutes
II Measure pulse rate of friend

Ill Ilave friend rim in place for 2 minutes

*(A) 1. II, lil, and II
(13) 11, III, I, and III
(C) I1, III, 1 and 11
(I)) III, II, 1, and II

Grade Level: 12

of these questions %%mild be the easiest to an,w(er N1,1111
expelimmitation"

(A) What are the diet is of hormones on living organisms')
(13) What me the effects of adrenalin on toads'?

.(C) 1)0es the Irv( non of adrunalin into the must les of an adult
toad cause a teniperatnit change in the animal'?

(I)) Does the init.( non of adrenaliti hale an t Het I on the must les
of living organisms')

Whit It one of the follomng In pottiest s «on i mint; k nkt 1111.1 %% mild
be the simplest to test seientilit ally)

(A) lAlikenna in human beings is caused by radiation
(13) 1.,(11:-Plina is the same in all 111,1111111,11',

.1C1 G.1111111,1 radiation t,ui t mist. leukemia in white lint e
(1)) Leukemia in humans is caused b (dine leukemia

*( one( t alism iti lot nniltipit t hot« ut ins an lido ated IA an
alit (*)
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Which of the following would be the best procedure to determine
the minimum concentration of sucrose that a fly will eat after it
has been denied food for two days?

(A) Start feeding a fly on I molar sucrose, then transfer it to
lower concentrations of sucrose and observe its behavior

(B) Start feeding a fly distilled water. then transfer it to solutions
of increasing concentrations of sucrose and observe its
behavior

"(C) Surround a fly with many sucrose solutions of different
concentrations and observe its behavior

(D) Dilute the sucrose while a fly is feeding and notice the
concentration at which it stops feeding.

PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Thinking Skill:
Knowing Science

Grade Level: 4
Which of the following is c losest to your height"

(A) 10 inches
(B) 5 ' entnneters

(C) I meter
(I)) I kilometer

A battery produce' ON in al energy primarily due to

(A) chemical change'
(B) eneri.Ty from the sun
(C) changes in temperature
(D) wires connected in a circuit

The average room tempelatuie in most buildings is closest to
%vim h of the following"

(AI 0 Celsius
(131 20 Celsius

(( 50 Celsius
(tip 70 Celsius

"Cone( t answeis for multiple ( hone items Arc only ai d IA an
asterisk (
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Grade Level: 8

An object that is accelerating has which of the following
characteristics?

(A) Volume that is expanding
*(B) Velocity that is changing
(C) Direction of motion that is changing
(D) Temperature that is decieasing

Which of the following is sure to occur to light striking the surfac e.
of a transparent object at an angle other than 90 9

'(A) The path of the light is bent
(B) Most of the light is absorbed.
(C) The light is reflected 180 .
(D) The frequency of the light changes

Which of the following is a lect statement evaporation
and boiling of water?

(A) Evaporation occurs at temperatures than 100 Celsius
but boiling can occur at all tempe-ratui es

*(1l) At a certain pressure, evaporation (an occur at mans
different tempelatines, but at a constant pressure, boiling
usually occurs at a definite temperatin

(C) Boiling can only take pia( t in a closed ( but e \ apora-
lion call only take place in open «mtainers

(I)) Evaporation can only (0 ( ur from a boiling liquid

Grade Level: 12

Which of the following atomic properties in( teases as one pro
ceds down a family of the periodic table"

I Atomic radn of the atom
Eleetronegatwity of the atom

III Nonmetallic character of the atom

*(A) I only
(II) 11 only
(C) Ill only
(D) I and II only
(E) I. II and III

( on« t answ,cis foi multiple c lim«. items an indliated by an
astensk ()
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Thinking Skill:
Solving Problems

Batter:

Grade Level. 4

(A. B. C. D. and X represent light bulbs )

In the In nit shown aboar light bull) X go out .o.lien vouch ut
the following light bulbs is renimed 11cmt its sorket9

(A) A
(0) 0
(C) C

*(U)1)

*( (11 CC1 t111',%%(1', In1 fill1111111« hull 4' 111'111", I1 111(111 XXII 1)% an

asterisk
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Grade Level. 8

In an expernuu lit. a student tills a graduated (lincler \kith .moms
levels of x%atei For eac h lee el tiro loud mass 01 the watel and the
cylinder is me issued hhe studvitt the it plots a graph of the total
mass in grams 01 the c lincici and %,lit'r lersus the %ohmic 01 the
water in millihters Assuintigi, the ilk .p-airomnts and graph are
correct. %chic h graph slums the test of the experiment')

10.0 .
of hinder'

%Vater

(e)
ot c eider

\letr

olunte inn i of e'er olume inn) ot Water
In the \ luxier in he C v hinter

N.1,1,1,21

in (eiin k

olum onl i ot \\ at( r 11111)01 \\ ater
in ilk ( \ it [he(

GrAc 1A1.(.1. 12

Nssinne that oft find ourself III .1 sti.vigc 1111.011.11 c()Ild \% he le
the maximum munhei 01 annul( sublckel oilktals in an enetg.I.
Icel . liii .iii prim ipal quantum munlici I us as tol:o1.s one -

p and dine d .111 othci ,it01111( piopel ties ane the sainc.is the
atoms In out ()11(1 In this stialige %solid what is the formula lot
a Immix «,mpound fui um d «warming, element A evith
electrons and element 13 with 12 ele( (ions'

(A) Ait
*(t3) A,I3
(()Al3
(In A li
(E) Ali

.( 0111(1 ,.11',\\ Is II/I I lie III', 111(11( an
tstetisk (*)
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Thinking Skill:
Conducting Inquiries

Grade Level: 4

Paul is trying a nevi recipe ter making «mhies and aunt( rs %hat
vanilla would add to the flaot ()I the (a) hies W, hat 1...ould he the
hest way lor Paul to test this?

IA) Make some «,okies lAith vatull.I and some \%ithoot thrn taste
both kinds

(13) Lease out sonic of the sugar so lie ( alt taste the anilla better
(C) lAbave out the vanilla and then taste the ( ookies
(D) la.re a friend taste a cookie

Grade Lexel. 8

As a ((Audi( burns it loses lAciglit 11 tuts wanted I() Mid out mole
about this ..eight loss vtho tt ill the tollowing -.lions would toil
ask')

(A) Ilutt bur, is the ( (uulle '
(13) flow huge and hoc hot is the thumb',
(C) flow long will a ( andle 1min tt ithmit mt gen'

`(D) 11(a.% nita 11 does the candle vu igh helm( coal ciftei II has 1,e)
burnhig Ica 2 minutes'

A student bi (101.4 XVIII( II( sti I to s( Bill ,o 01,0 III(
I Ia..," (c1I1 ( 011(1111 t MI (All( 111111 It If, s)( \Om 11 of loin dog loods
Win( liestel pieleis to ( \\ hat \I. (mid ha Ili( last \%,i, to do this
e51)(siiment'

01I0 I ,tits\ +its ',II tnuIttpii ( !Ma ( it. Ins it ntihi ,Itt .1 la\ an
ash tish (*I
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Grade Level: 12
An astronaut experiencing, "ixeightlessness is handed 'den
ttcal looking boxes One of the boxes is hollow and the ,ther is
completely filled 11th a solid block of lead Iloix c au the a,tronaut
determine which is who h9

(A) !bold the boxes at arm's length, one in each hand
(13) Use a standard equal at in laboratory balan«

(C) Try to shake each box
(D) Drop the boxes

EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCES

Thinking Skill:
Knowing Science

Grade Level. 4

Who h of the tollowing is an xaniole ul c (auk usat ion lit the \Nate'

(A) Streams flowing Into rn Pp,.
(I3) ('loads forming in the atmosphere
(C) Puddle, disappearing 011 a hot da
(D) Drops of stater 1,11111114 thiou0 the an

\lost of the (vision that o« Ins on Larth is c aused

(A) 1111Id

(13) V,a1C1
(( ) ed:111(111.11,
IUI tiltra3 oil« light

A 1t(,1111(r `,1111011111/1,111, 111.11 11il It 11111 lit a V4111111'0 11111(1
10(1,1 rhp, inc,in, that the \kind trill hinv, Niv11(1

(A) Not t Ink( st
'IN Southeast

) \ottlicasa
(I)) Soutlmt

( t1 If c .hit 11IisIIi 110111111h (111/1 111111' It 111(11(.111d 1, 011
astetisk
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What is the Sung

(A) A black hole
(13) A cornet
(C) A moon
(D) A planet

*(E) A star

Grade Level: 8

Gravitational attraction in the solar system helps the planets to do
which of the following'?

(A) Rotate on their axes
(13) Move in straight paths

*(C) Remain in orbit around the Sun
(D) Slowly increase the velocities of their orbits

The warm summer season in the northern hemisphere is caused
mainly by

(A) Earth's nearness to the Sun
(13) solar flares that are more «minion between May and August
(C) changes in pre ailing winds across the northern hemisphere

*(D) the angle at whu h sunlight strikes the northern hemisphere

Which of the following is generally locker at the top of a mountain
than at the base"

(A) Latitude
(13) Wind speed

-(C) nipPra t tire
(D) Light intensity

Which of the following have contnbided to the picseni e of
thousands of crateis on the surface of the M00119

I Meteorite unpa( ts.
II. Volcanic eruptions

III The lack of atmosphere

(A) I only
(13) II only
(C) I and III only
(I)) Il and III only

*(E) I II and III

*Colic( t ansivcis (01 multiple (1100 e items ale 11011( atcd by an
asterisk (1
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Gracie Level. 12

Which of the following is the most t.dul ado: mat ion to suppot t the
Idea that the Earth revolves around the Sun''

(A) A solar eclipse
(B) The cyclic appearaio e of comets

*(C) Parallax of the background -.tats
()) Day anti night ()centring on Edith

Whit h of the followmg is the most pre( Ise wt at of dating Eaith
inatenal9

(A) Al.erage rate at %Om It the 0f cans till lease in
(13) Al.erage ,,e(Innentation late of maul-1,11s deposited In eater
(C) rage sedimentation talc of matt nals deposited 1)1. tt old

*(D) ,Nerage age of t cal th matt nals based on latlioat the
decay

*( one( t 1115(111,, lot mulnpl« hot« duals at( 111(111,dt (I 111
astensl, 1.1
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Thinking Skill:
Solving Problems

Grade Level: 4

The many lull moons that (wet!! Miring a Ncat are (au,e(1 by 111(
Stns Sh1111111; On the Moon \\'i1 of the lolliminv, slio.v, the cot
reel position, of the Sun Earth. and Moon \then we see a toll
moot.9

*(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

0
.firth

0
Moon 0

,trOl

.0)11(11 .1111,\t 101 1111/1111)1(' (11011 11( (II(' Il111( 011

a`a(11`,1( 1.)

C S
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Grade Levels. -1 and 8

the 11,11(111t,, 01 a 1111110,11 (a11 he (1(1110101 1i1 t o1111),111111; 11 1('

',WW1(' to a ,,tantlaid har(111(-, ,( di(' I\ ,()Itt nunctal (,)(111())

%-,( (at( II a 11,11(11 tlic 11,11(11)(-o-, inl() to alo.((1
the 1011()(!)12 que,,tion

Mineral Hardness Scale
Least hard Most hard

2 5 7 8

ii p.tm, t III u, ill/ lop t/ D1,11.1111'1

gum 111 not tat( h (Chu ti 01 tht tollovotli; 11111(.11,11,.'

(A) CA

FR) Cal( 11(.

((') Tal(
11)) Col ((whim

Grade Level. 8
Ihou).411( (11,11 ()I tlIc LW)) mean-, ha-, iti( Ica-w(1

1111())))41)((tit (.),(1(4.0( W111( h it (II la( i,(1.-,1)(1()% «)111(1 dile( t
()«',111

i I he .-,())111)11tt). of in) Iv-,

II lbw tot maw()) of i)ltith4 (Jai lel.,
III 111( huluutl t l in1c())-, r tin ( 11(c1 Ow Lull) atm(),,plicic

(A) I onl
(It) II (()IN
((I III ink

(I)) I and II ())11%
11.1 II and III .)111%

( 01-101 an,((c1 -Cut 1111111.11)1(' (114)1( t It( 111, alt 111(11( ate(' 1)% all
.1,1(1 1,1% (.)
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Grade Level- 12
'Malik kinds of t Men( 1. bate IA en «)11c( ted t0 -41ppult the Rica of
plate tectonic, \'llat 1. tilt plopei oldel 110111 11101 (.1111te1l11112, to
lea.t wmpelling of the lollotkino 11 pc. 01 ill'otillatuno III ,tippoit
of plate tectoni,"

Shape of the
match('. ontinlit,

III M,1;41-itilc .11 1p. on the ocean floor

(A) I, II. and III
113) II. III anti I
((') III 1. and II

.(1)) III, II, Iticl I

A(11,11),111( c(10111), hell 111,1),,, of (\ Will/ 11 01
the 10110WIT`g 1", a e ()Ire( t a1)0111 till 1(11(1/10 t to) 1,1111 10
(Wellt 1110'11 tlegtlelltIN oil the kk 'l.,11(.1 111(1l1Iltalns2

0) It ha. no 1(.1011011.111p to attlabatil cooling
'MI It 1, ,111 \alltple of ,t(Ilabalu (00111114
IC) It 1, a cao.e of adiabatic «)oling
(I)) II 1. a thort of adiabatic «,oling

\lam -4 hate it potted that atio0-plit etc «)1 entration. of
('(), have been .teadily in( 1ed,11114 M'el the Ita'st 101) Veal, and
1111. mecca-4. t, c,ut'1r1L a global lit ica.c in the at( lalte telltpera
1111(' nil Earth \Vital 10ca01111 ttoold too do
to proke or (.11.1-gott. their '

( 111,Ak el, 140 11111itIld t I1()1« Mill', alt. Alt.() I)
a-4(.cl.k (.1
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Thinking Skill:
Conducting Inquiries

Grade Lev( I. 1

1011 Inc in a town 'war nu. \u41111,1 (o,1,4 ,11(I 11,1k ( ,1 111111(1 \OI
HI a 100011 III the c (11( 01 Irk.11)1 t).11-.

that IC-, «,1(1)1 ut 111`., aIea III 11I( 1111(1(11(' ()I 00111111 111,111 11 I, 111 kuilr
1)(..( au-4. land ( )01-, la,,,tcr than (..th t I km. ,))0l(1 0111

an expeilincilt to t('-4 1ol '

Grade Level. 8
I'lanct X t, a plant ."111111,t1 to Kalil) 5 pound To( k

0'(1). «Ilk.) led !tom RI) pow«, (r.. I'lait
and 0011(11 t11). v,(1). anal),/).(1 du.), 1111110(1 out to he the
,dill(' nu k t tu. 11,1,((1 upon 1111.- 111101(oatioll u.111) It of tin lollok
1114 t, II(. 110,-,1 wild ton( lusion 1t :4,11-(11nLt '-,1111,1(' toll k
1V1)( 011 Ph111(1 X'

(A1 ill(' s`li1,1«. of 11(111(1 X 11(1, 1111110111) 10( k pc
(II) Ille )1111,1) 01 111HI1 X ha, (1111(1(11 to( k 1010)-,
(( ) sulk'( of 11,111(1 X 1, 1)1 1111.1111), «untu,-,«I of (.011111). and

(wait/
*(I)) he 1,11,1 wilt to (hay, a oil( I0-,101) about (4).(-,111

sin la«. loch

All (II th) tollou.hu..., pro« 11,1, 1,1),1(1«1 Inti( 11 iolotilkitioti
01)0111 the (loci) int(11(1 of the aTth EX( Ell

(A) oil , II 111111)11)

.tilaI0).1(11.; 1110)01th., that tall to Ealth
1( -401-4i01 %ac-, tiaclino, 1ln Ealtn
(1)) tilatowt I( 11(.1(1 (.1).1n12( on Edith

..(*()11( I I ,111,,0,., i ti li a 111111111)1, , 11011 ( 111 nt, all. null( .1 t (d 1)0 .111

69
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Gracie Levels: 8. 12

Janet %%ants to in\ estigate litili the height iit adult males in
this, t ountr\ has In( leased during tile 20111 «mini-\ ()I the tol
lowing whii.di would be the best sottice ot intormation '

"(A) l'Ailistment statistics tut the Armed 1-01( es ;loin 111 1(1 \\ al 1

through the V1011,1111 \Val'
(13) "i he recorded heights ut 1,111101 at (.111()11,. ale, 110111

IIIS 1)1111110 the present
((') A book that vititin-, (tictan t 11.111t4c, 111111c 1:1111(11

1111111112,1110 1).1.4 t. V111111-1

,L111e1, p.11(111 ro( ollc( lion, about ilk height,uithla lathep,
and graniltathets

(E) The dates that the hist lung and qui en sue maul( ss( s «Vie
manulatined in this cotintn

Gracie Level: 12

\Vlutll ul tht tolli)Aing pip( echoes %%mild hest ilemonstiiit«lev,
point"

(A) Nleastiring the rate at %uch a :own amount i)1 ei.apo
rates from a (11-.11

(13) Measuring the mnotint ul heat requiled to melt 1 ljiral of ue
,i((') De( leak,ing the \'.a(1, )vIDIWI.11111( 111,..Ille .1 :4),1,, 1111111 «mei

droplets (mdense on the outside
(I)) Using a sling p-Aelnoinetei to determine flit iatne

of the au
(1.7,) Noting the outside II nip talon at vim 11 t uudt ilsation tinny,

on a glass

'Cunt 1 t .111501 1, IIII 111111111)1, 1 hio« O 11,. au Ind.( an it
ostei ('I
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